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The LysR-type transcriptional regulator CbbR controls the expression of the cbb and gap-pgk operons in Xanthobacter flavus, which encode the majority of the enzymes of the Calvin cycle required for autotrophic CO₂ fixation. The cbb operon promoter of this chemoautotrophic bacterium contains three potential CbbR binding sites, two of which partially overlap. Site-directed mutagenesis and subsequent analysis of DNA binding by CbbR and cbb promoter activity were used to show that the potential CbbR binding sequences are functional. Inverted repeat IR₁ is a high-affinity CbbR binding site. The main function of this repeat is to recruit CbbR to the cbb operon promoter. In addition, it is required for negative autoregulation of cbbR expression. IR₂ represents the main low-affinity binding site of CbbR. Binding to IR₂ occurs in a cooperative manner, since mutations preventing the binding of CbbR to IR₂ also prevent binding to the low-affinity site. Although mutations in IR₁ have a negative effect on the binding of CbbR to this site, they result in an increased promoter activity. This is most likely due to steric hindrance of RNA polymerase by CbbR since IR₁ partially overlaps with the −35 region of the cbb operon promoter. Mutations in IR₁ do not affect the DNA binding of CbbR in vitro but have a severe negative effect on the activity of the cbb operon promoter. This IR₁ binding site is therefore critical for transcriptional activation by CbbR.

Xanthobacter flavus is a chemoautotrophic bacterium which uses the Calvin cycle to assimilate carbon dioxide (9, 12). The energy to drive carbon dioxide fixation is provided by the oxidation of compounds such as methanol, formate, and H₂. The majority of the genes encoding the Calvin cycle enzymes constitute three transcriptional units: the cbb and gap-pgk operons and the tpi gene. The cbb operon encodes the key enzymes of the Calvin cycle, ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase and phosphoribulokinase, and in addition a number of enzymes required for the regeneration of ribulose bisphosphate. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase and phosphoglycerate kinase are encoded by the gap-pgk operon. Triosephosphate isomerase (10, 11, 13, 14, 24). During heterotrophic growth on, for instance, succinate, the cbb operon is not expressed and the gap-pgk operon is transcribed at a low constitutive level. A transition from heterotrophic to autotrophic growth is accompanied by a rapid induction of the cbb operon and a superinduction of the gap-pgk operon (11, 14). The first two genes of the cbb operon encode the CO₂-fixing enzyme ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO).

The induction and superinduction of, respectively, the cbb and gap-pgk operons are completely dependent on the presence of the transcriptional regulator CbbR, which is encoded upstream and whose gene is transcribed divergently from the cbb operon (14, 25). This transcriptional regulator is encountered in many photoautotrophic and chemoautotrophic bacteria, where it controls transcription of the cbb operon (7). CbbR of X. flavus is a dimer in solution and binds to two sites in the cbb promoter, most likely as a dimer of identical subunits (27). DNase I protection studies showed that CbbR binds with high and low affinity to two DNA regions located, respectively, between nucleotides −75 and −50 and between nucleotides −44 and −29 relative to the transcriptional start site of the promoter of the cbb operon. The addition of NADPH, but not NADP, NADH, or NAD, to the DNA binding assay buffer resulted in a threefold increase in the affinity of CbbR for the cbb promoter (27). This hypothesis is supported by the observation that, following a transition from heterotrophic to autotrophic growth conditions, intracellular NADPH concentrations rapidly increase to a level which saturates CbbR in vitro, followed by induction of the cbb operon (26).

LysR-type proteins generally bind to inverted repeats containing the LysR motif T-N₁₁-A (5). Inspection of the intergenic region between cbbR and cbbL, encoding the large subunit of RuBisCO, revealed the presence of three repeats containing the LysR motif. An alignment of the X. flavus cbb promoter with those from Thiobacillus ferrooxidans and Ralstonia eutropha showed that the sequences and relative loca-
tions of these repeats are conserved. This led to the recognition of the CbbR binding motif TNA-N2-TNA (Fig. 1) (19). The high-affinity CbbR binding site (R site) contains one CbbR binding motif (IR1), whereas the low-affinity binding site (A site) contains two, partially overlapping CbbR binding motifs (IR2 and IR3). The fact that all three of these motifs are located on the same side of the DNA helix suggests that they may be important for DNA binding and/or transcriptional activation of the cbb promoter. However, this does not imply that these are sufficient for DNA binding.

This paper focuses on the role that these CbbR binding motifs play in DNA binding by CbbR and transcriptional activation of the cbb promoter. The data presented in this paper show that all three CbbR binding motifs are important for transcriptional regulation by CbbR and that different functions can be assigned to each of the three.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Media and growth conditions. Escherichia coli strains DH5α (Bethesda Research Laboratories) and S17-1 (20) were grown on Luria-Bertani medium at 37°C. X. flavus strains H4-14 (9) and R22 (25) were grown in minimal media supplemented with gluconate (10 mM), succinate (10 mM), or methanol (0.5% [vol/vol]) at 30°C as described previously (12). X. flavus was grown on a mixture of glucosate (5 mM) and formate (20 mM) in a 3-liter batch fermentor with the intergenic-region DNA were obtained as described earlier (27).

CbbR consensus binding site: TnA-1, TnA

FIG. 1. Alignment of DNA sequences of the cbbR-cbbL intergenic regions of X. flavus (XF), T. ferrooxidans (TF), and R. eutropha (RE). The CbbR binding motif is given below the alignment. *+, identical nucleotides. Brackets, positions of LysR motifs. Inverted and direct repeats are in boldface. Positions of the –35 and –10 regions of the cbb promoter are indicated. +1, cbbL transcription start site. The start codon of the cbbR gene of X. flavus is underlined.

RESULTS

CbbR binding to the R site of the cbb promoter. We previously (19) reported that the promoters of the cbb operons of R. eutropha, T. ferrooxidans, and X. flavus have sequence similarities in the region protected by CbbR from DNase I (Fig. 1). Based on these sequence comparisons we proposed a CbbR binding motif: TNA-N2-TNA (19). The R site of the promoter of the cbb operon contains one CbbR binding motif sequence (IR1), while the A site contains two partially overlapping binding motifs (IR2 and IR3) (Fig. 1).

The ability of CbbR to bind to DNA templates was analyzed by gel retardation followed by quantitation of the percentage of DNA bound to CbbR. Two DNA-protein complexes of low and high mobilities were observed when a wild-type template was used as a binding substrate (Fig. 2A, wild type). According to our previous interpretation the low-mobility complex (complex II) is due to the binding of one CbbR dimer to the high-affinity binding site of the cbb operon promoter; the low-mobility complex (complex I) results from the binding of an
additional CbbR dimer to the low-affinity binding site (25, 27). As was observed previously, the affinity of CbbR for its cognate binding sites is increased in the presence of NADPH (Fig. 2A, wild type). The presence of high- and low-affinity binding sites was further examined by using DNA fragments harboring only IR₁ or IR₂ and IR₃. Only a single high-mobility DNA-protein complex is observed when a 20-bp DNA fragment containing IR₁ (SR16) (Fig. 3) is used as template, indicating the binding of single CbbR dimer. However, CbbR binding to a DNA fragment (SR8) (Fig. 3) harboring IR₂ and IR₃ was not ob-

FIG. 2. (A) Gel retardation assays of wild-type (wt) and mutant IR₁, IR₂, and IR₃ cbb promoters performed with identical increasing amounts (as indicated by the triangles) of purified CbbR (34, 68, or 136 ng of CbbR per assay) with or without the CbbR inducer NADPH (final concentration, 200 μM). F, free (unbound) DNA; I, complex I (DNA bound by two CbbR dimers); II, complex II (DNA bound by one CbbR dimer). (B) Percentages of bound DNA in complex I and complex II for wild-type and mutated cbb promoters.
served (data not shown), even though this DNA fragment is protected in a DNase I footprint (27). This strongly suggests that the perfect inverted repeat IR1 represents a high-affinity binding site, whereas IR2 and IR3 represent a low-affinity site.

To determine whether the CbbR binding motifs in the R site are important for CbbR binding and promoter activity, single and double point mutations were introduced in the conserved CbbR nucleotides by site-directed mutagenesis, resulting in and double point mutations were introduced in the conserved are important for CbbR binding and promoter activity, single (4 to 6% bound DNA). Interestingly, these mutations not only at high CbbR concentrations and in the presence of NADPH

FIG. 3. Site-directed mutagenesis of the cbb promoter of X. flavus. Mutation positions are given relative to the transcriptional start site of the cbb promoter (+1). The half-sites of the three inverted repeats are in boldface. The start codon of cbbR is underlined. The DNA fragments used to determine the binding of CbbR to IR1 (SR316) or IR3 and IR4 (SR8) are indicated by solid bars above the nucleotide sequence. Every tenth nucleotide upstream from the transcriptional start site is indicated by a dot above the nucleotide sequence.

of IR4 was changed by single and double point mutations [T_{-49}G, A_{-37}G, and TA_{-49/-37}CG; Fig. 3]. Analysis of the mutant cbb promoters with gel retardation assays showed that the mutations did not inhibit binding by CbbR (Fig. 2A). CbbR displayed an increased affinity for the DNA template carrying the T_{+49}C mutation, whereas the binding of CbbR to DNA fragments carrying the A_{+37}G and TA_{+49/-37}CG mutations was comparable to that of the wild type (Fig. 2B). Although the mutations did not negatively affect in vitro DNA binding by CbbR, they had a dramatic effect on the activity of the cbb operon promoter (Fig. 4A). The β-galactosidase activity in cell extracts of X. flavus harboring a fusion between lacZ and the cbb promoter carrying the T_{+49}A or TA_{+49/-37}CG mutation was only 2% of that of the wild type following autotrophic growth. The A_{+37}G mutation caused an 86% reduction in cbb promoter activity. These results indicate that, although DNA binding by CbbR is not affected in the mutant IR2 cbb promoters, IR2 is important for activation of the cbb promoter in vivo.

CbbR binding to the A site: IR4. To assess the role of IR4 in CbbR binding and activation of the promoter of the cbb operon, three mutations (T_{-39}C, A_{-27}G, and TA_{-39/-27}CG; Fig. 3) were introduced into the cbb promoter. Analysis of the results of gel retardation experiments showed that the affinity of CbbR for DNA fragments carrying the single point mutations compared to that for the wild-type fragments was not reduced (Fig. 2). However, the addition of NADPH to the reaction mixture did not increase the affinity of CbbR for the mutated binding sites. This is in sharp contrast to the increased DNA binding by CbbR in the presence of NADPH seen when wild-type cbb promoter fragments are used. The double mutation (TA_{-39/-27}CG) had a strong negative effect on the formation of complex I, which is the result of CbbR binding to both the R and A sites of the cbb operon promoter. In addi-
conditions, a low level of promoter activity is observed when the promoter is present in multiple copies on a plasmid (8, 10). The mutations in IR3 resulted in strongly increased cbb promoter activities compared to those for the wild type during heterotrophic growth on succinate (Fig. 4B). However, the activities observed were lower than those following growth on methanol; the mutant promoters are still induced (2.6- to 9.6-fold) by autotrophic growth conditions. IR3 partially overlaps the −35 region of the cbb promoter, which could result in a constitutive cbb promoter which is no longer dependent on CbbR activation. To rule out this possibility, the activity of the mutant promoters in X. flavus R22 was determined. This strain carries a cbbR disruption and is no longer able to activate transcription from the cbb promoter (25). While wild-type X. flavus carrying mutant IR3 binding sites showed relatively high levels of β-galactosidase activity, these activities were not observed in the CbbR mutant strain (Fig. 4C). This clearly shows that the mutations introduced in IR3 result in increased CbbR-dependent cbb promoter activity during both heterotrophic and autotrophic growth.

CbbR dimers bind to the same side of the DNA helix. The three CbbR binding sites are located on the same side of the DNA helix, and the centers of the CbbR binding sites are separated by one, two, and three helical turns (Fig. 1). To assess the importance of helical phasing on DNA binding and cbb promoter activation by CbbR, nucleotides were inserted between IR1 and IR2. Analysis of DNA-protein interaction by gel retardation experiments showed that CbbR had a reduced affinity for DNA fragments with 5 and 10 nucleotides inserted between IR1 and IR2 (Fig. 5). However, increasing the helical phasing by 5, 6, 12, and 14 nucleotides had a stronger inhibitory effect on the formation of complex I than the insertion of 10 nucleotides (Fig. 5; data not shown). NADPH still increased the affinity of CbbR for the DNA template with an insertion of 10 nucleotides, but not with an insertion of 5 nucleotides.

Fusions between lacZ and mutant cbb promoters with an insertion of 5, 6, 10, 12, or 14 nucleotides between IR1 and IR2 were constructed to determine the effects of helical phasing on the activity of the cbb promoter. cbb promoters with an increase in phasing of less (5 or 6 nucleotides) or more (12 or 14 nucleotides) than one helical turn of DNA were inactive during both heterotrophic and autotrophic growth of X. flavus (Fig. 4B). Interestingly, similar β-galactosidase activities were observed following heterotrophic growth, which shows that introduction of one helical turn between IR1 and IR2 did not abolish the activity of the cbb promoter; the β-galactosidase activity in X. flavus harboring a fusion between this mutant cbb promoter and lacZ was 65% of that of the wild type following autotrophic growth (Fig. 4B). Interestingly, similar β-galactosidase activities were observed following heterotrophic growth, which shows that introduction of one helical turn between IR1 and IR2 resulted in a constitutive cbb promoter. The +10 insertion mutant promoter was not active in X. flavus R22, which lacks a functional CbbR (Fig. 4C). This shows that the activity of this mutant promoter was completely dependent on CbbR and not due to the activity of a cryptic promoter introduced by the insertion of 10 nucleotides.

Autoregulation of cbbR. We have previously shown that CbbR binds to a region containing IR1, which is immediately adjacent to cbbR (27). It is therefore likely that the binding of CbbR to IR1 represses the transcription of cbbR, resulting in
an autoregulatory circuit. To test this assumption, a fusion between \( cbbR \) and \( lacZ \) which includes the \( cbbR-cbbL \) intergenic region which contains the \( cbbR \) promoter was constructed. The Calvin cycle was induced in wild-type \( X. \) \( flavus \) strain H4-14 harboring the \( cbbR-lacZ \) fusion by the addition of formate to cells growing on gluconate-containing medium (Fig. 6). \( \beta \)-Galactosidase was present at a constant level before autotrophic growth induction, and its level decreased to two-thirds of the initial level (Fig. 6) following induction of the Calvin cycle, as indicated by the appearance of RuBisCO (data not shown), which is encoded by the first two genes of the \( cbb \) operon (11). A fivefold-higher level of \( \beta \)-galactosidase activity was seen when the experiment was repeated with \( X. \) \( flavus \) R22 lacking CbbR (Fig. 6). However, in contrast to what was found for the wild-type strain, RuBisCO activities did not appear (data not shown) and the expression level of the \( cbbR-lacZ \) fusion remained constant. These results show that CbbR negatively regulates its own expression.

**DISCUSSION**

LysR-type proteins bind to inverted repeats which contain a conserved thymidine and adenine (T-N\(_{11}\)-A) separated by 11 nucleotides (5). The promoter of the \( cbb \) operon contains three

![FIG. 5. (A) Gel retardation assays of mutant \( cbb \) promoters with either 5 (+5) or 10 (+10) nucleotides inserted between CbbR binding sites IR\(_1\) and IR\(_2\). F, I, and II and the symbols for the concentrations of CbbR and NADPH are as defined in the legend for Fig. 2. (B) Percentages of bound DNA in complex I and complex II for wild-type (wt) and mutated \( cbb \) promoters.](image-url)

![FIG. 6. Activities of \( \beta \)-galactosidase in extracts of \( X. flavus \) H4-14 (wild-type; •) and R22 (cbbR; ○) containing a cbbR-lacZ fusion and growing on 5 mM gluconate. The results before and following the induction of the Calvin cycle by the addition of 20 mM formate and automatic titration with formic acid (25% [vol/vol] at 0 h) are shown. Enzyme amounts are expressed as nanomoles per minute per milligram of protein.](image-url)
of these motifs, which are separated by one, two, and three turns of the DNA helix (Fig. 1). We previously noted that these motifs are conserved in the cbb promoters of other chemotrophic bacteria, which led to the proposal of the CbbR binding motif TNA-N7-TNA (Fig. 1) (19). The data presented in this paper show that all three binding sites are functional but play different roles in DNA-protein interaction and activation of the cbb promoter.

IR1 is the promoter-distal CbbR motif. In contrast to IR2 and IR3, it is a perfect inverted repeat, to which CbbR binds with high affinity (27). In sharp contrast, DNA binding to the A site harboring IR3 and IR4 does not occur in the absence of IR1. In addition, disruption of the conserved nucleotides in IR4 abolished DNA binding by CbbR to the cbb promoter, including binding to the unaltered A site of the cbbR promoter (Fig. 2). This indicates that the binding of a CbbR dimer to IR1 is essential for the binding of CbbR to the adjacent low-affinity site. Increasing the spacing between IR1 and IR2 had a strong impact on formation of DNA-protein complex I, which is the result of the interaction between two CbbR dimers and the cbb promoter. However, formation of complex II, which represents interaction between a single CbbR dimer and the high-affinity binding site IR1, is not affected. These data are consistent with cooperative binding between two CbbR dimers, in which the primary role of IR1 is to recruit a CbbR dimer to the cbb promoter, which subsequently facilitates the binding of a second CbbR dimer to the A site. Cooperative binding between LysR-type proteins at R and A sites has been observed for other LysR-type proteins (3, 6, 16, 29). A second function of IR4 is to control expression of cbbR. Since IR4 is located adjacent to the initiation codon of cbbR, it is likely that the binding of CbbR to IR4 results in repression of cbbR transcription.

The A site of the cbb promoter contains two partially overlapping CbbR motifs, IR2 and IR3, to which CbbR binds with low affinity (27). Single point mutations disrupting the LysR motif of IR3 have no effect on the DNA binding affinity of CbbR. However, mutations in both conserved nucleotides of IR3 (TA(-39)/-27)CG) have a severe negative effect on the formation of complex I (Fig. 2). In contrast, mutations in IR2 do not affect the binding of CbbR to the low- and high-affinity sites. These data strongly suggest that CbbR binds to IR1 in the high-affinity site and to IR3 in the low-affinity site. We have previously shown that NADPH enhances the formation of complex I, which indicates that NADPH binding by CbbR increases the affinity of the protein for the promoter-proximal binding site (27). The double mutation in IR3 not only reduces the binding of CbbR to the promoter-proximal site but also abolishes the NADPH effect. This indicates that NADPH enhances the affinity of CbbR for IR3, resulting in an overall increase in DNA binding by CbbR. The data presented here therefore indicate that IR3 functions as the primary low-affinity binding site of CbbR.

Mutations in IR2 do not affect DNA binding of CbbR in vitro but have a severe negative effect on the activity of the cbb promoter in vivo (Fig. 4). The data suggest that interaction between CbbR and IR2 is required for transcriptional activation of the cbb operon. This hypothesis is supported by the effects of an increased spacing between IR1 and IR2. When the distance between the two repeats is increased by one helical turn, the cbb promoter becomes constitutive. The constitutive nature of this mutant promoter is completely dependent on CbbR, since the mutant promoter is not active in an X. flavus strain which is devoid of CbbR. Due to the increased spacing in the mutant promoter, the distance between IR1 and IR2 in the mutant is the same as that between IR1 and IR2 in the wild type. As a result, it is likely that CbbR bound to IR1 recruits a second CbbR dimer to IR2, which, due to the additional helical turn, is now in the position of IR3, to which CbbR normally binds.
binds. These data show that IR$_3$ is required for transcriptional activation of the cbb promoter.

Despite the fact that mutations in IR$_3$ reduced the binding of CbbR to the low-affinity site, the activity of the cbb promoter was increased during both heterotrophic and autotrophic growth. This was not because these mutations created a constitutive promoter, since expression of the cbb-lacZ fusion was completely dependent on the presence of CbbR. It seems therefore likely that the binding of CbbR to IR$_3$ has a repressive effect on the wild-type cbb promoter. Since IR$_3$ partially overlaps the −35 region of the cbb promoter, it is possible that CbbR bound to IR$_3$ prevents the binding of RNA polymerase to the cbb promoter, preventing initiation of transcription.

The data presented in this paper are consistent with the “sliding-dimer model” proposed for the LysR-type regulators OceR and OxyR (23, 28). In this model (Fig. 7), LysR-type proteins initially bind to the promoter-distal or R site and subsequently recruit a second dimer to the A site at a binding site equivalent to IR$_3$. Following activation of the regulator by the binding of a ligand, the second dimer repositions itself from IR$_3$ to IR$_2$, resulting in the binding of the regulator adjacent to the binding site of RNA polymerase. The regulator is now properly positioned to make productive contacts with the alpha or other subunits of RNA polymerase, resulting in transcription initiation (21, 28). Like OceR and OxyR, CbbR introduces a bend in the DNA, which is relaxed following the binding of the ligand (27). It was proposed for OxyR and OceR that the relaxation of the DNA bending angle is due to a conformational change following the binding of the ligand, which causes the “sliding” of the dimer by one helical turn to the adjacent major groove, i.e., a repositioning from IR$_3$ to IR$_2$. The data presented in this paper on CbbR support this model.
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